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P recision medicine in cardiology has opened up
new avenues for phenotypically personalized,
integrative, and patient-centered treatment.1

Interventional cardiology is not untouched either
(Figure 1). With the developments in artificial intelli-
gence (AI), the computational models have revolu-
tionized not only the ‘precision’ of the therapy but
also the outcomes. Interventional cardiology, as a
specialty, relies on the structural anatomy of the
heart, more precisely banking on existing patient
data. Computational cardiology allows an extension
to the design by predicting outcomes of an interven-
tion in individual patients utilizing integrated patient
data sets and models based on physiology and phys-
ics (as opposed to population statistics). Further, it
satisfies the need for patient-specific models in direct
pharmaceutical therapy, device deployment, and sur-
gical interventions.2,3

Over the past decade, computational cardiology
and AI-based models have been tested for various
interventional procedures, including arrhythmias,
atrial appendage closure, and postischemic proced-
ures. As such, HeartFlow fractional flow reserve
derived from computed tomography (FFRCT)
[HeartFlow] and FEops HEARTguide (FEops)—
derived from in silico trials—are the 2 applications of
computational modeling in contemporary
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interventional cardiology. 1) HeartFlow FFRCT con-
structs a 3D model of patients’ coronary arteries from
static coronary computed tomography images simu-
lating pressure, velocity, and blood flow to estimate
the fractional flow reserve. This enables 3-
dimensional visualization of defects in the coronary
circulation in comparison with the current data and
predicts both the outcome and risk/benefit analysis of
the intervention. Additionally, HeartFlow FFRCT can
be employed to envisage the outcome of coronary
stenting, including the residual coronary flow after
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) or patients
with vulnerable plaques, for whom PCI may be of
preventative benefit.2,3 2) The FEops HEARTguide
combines digital twin-based predictive stimulation
with AI-based anatomical measurements to provide
insights into specific patient anatomy like calcium
displacement, residual periprosthetic leak, and the
occurrence of conduction abnormalities preopera-
tively in patients undergoing transcatheter aortic
valve implantation for severe aortic stenosis.4

Trayanova’s lab employed a postinterventional pro-
cedure to predict scar distribution on magnetic reso-
nance imaging in post-infarction patients with
ventricular tachycardia using accurate conduction
velocity maps. They found that during substrate
mapping, the integration of noninvasive cardiovas-
cular maps with electroanatomic mapping has the
potential to enhance procedural planning and out-
comes.5 Further, they have developed models for
assisting electrophysiological interventions for
various arrhythmias.6 Of importance, the PREDICT-
LAA trial recently suggested that AI-enabled
computed tomography-based computational
modeling can enhance procedural efficiency for
transcatheter left atrial appendage closure as well as
its outcomes.7

The results are indeed motivating but not without
pragmatic obstacles in their implementation. The
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jacadv.2023.100625
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FIGURE 1 Computationally Empowered Interventional Cardiology

The advent of precision medicine and advancements in artificial intelligence have allowed developing personalized models to hone the

planning for therapy and predict outcomes, helping to improve patient care in interventional cardiology. The illustration was created using

Biorender.
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developing models need to control and ensure the
granularity and type of data to be employed, with a
plethora of irrelevant variables that have the potential
to contaminate the model. Secondly, we need human
trials with high internality before their clinical imple-
mentation.8 Lastly, efforts should be directed to
reduce the door-to-balloon time and to find a way to
apply these models beyond elective procedures. There
have been attempts to use AI-based machine learning
algorithms to predict the SYNTAX score (GESS trial)
and apply optical coherence tomography/intravas-
cular ultrasound-based computational models to
delineate the plaque progression, albeit the limita-
tions with the armory—particularly big data sets, res-
olution, and penetration of imaging modalities.8-10

The AI-based computational research currently
aims to provide the following 2 strata of admissible
evidence: 1) precise imaging of intravascular struc-
tures to foresee plaque composition and location,
predicting accurate stent placement and expansion;
and 2) limiting the development of symptomatic
complications from myocardial injury and enhancing
the quality of life.3,10 We will need more measures to
assemble patient data and enhance our record sys-
tems so that every patient has a computational model
of their heart ready, even before they face an episode
requiring the intervention.

Ultimately, the goal of AI-based computational
research should be to inform clinicians about the ac-
curacy of pathologies within the coronary vessels and
cardiac structure and limit the procedural time from
the onset of pathology to treatment. The future is not
far away when a cardiologist planning to do a PCI
could use an individualized patient model to under-
pin the best approach to execute the intervention and
the type and size of stent/instrumentation needed.

To conclude, interventional cardiology has seen
the development of predictive models for objectively
measuring atherosclerosis, predicting the need and
type of intervention, calculating fractional flow
reserve, and seeking insights into specific patient
anatomy including calcium displacement, residual
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periprosthetic leak, and the occurrence of conduction
abnormalities preoperatively. There continue to exist
economic and administrative challenges in bringing
all these to clinical practice in a scalable manner.
Likely, we will need interspecialty collaborative ef-
forts to test and verify the evidence, administrative/
government support to seek a national database
allowing a pool of individual data, and a vision to
shape the future of precision interventional
cardiology.
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